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What we express when we are positive/negative !

People don’t know yet who they are. Yet.
We’re nature’s product, of its huge force that we don’t acknowledge.
We usually find the ways to avoid enhancing it, through life’s tools. But also to reverse
it.
The force is born, at first, by fighting back the energies inside the human mind which
govern negativity. And furthermore, when we stop thinking negatively. And at last, to
create the future, in spite of the bad events in the past, by weakening the force of the
destructive emotions and therefore consolidating our nature towards the positive
emotions.
Our DNA is our time travel machine.
It’s our genes’ bearer and the vehicle for humans through ether.
The studies made by a great scientist named Dulcan in the seventies, with his Russian
friends, has confirmed that our DNA is molded by which emotions we choose to
manifest.
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So they took a DNA sample in Moscow and they moved it to Los Angeles and put in a
void full with photons. Through our thoughts, the photon is freed into space as
vibration and electromagnetic radiation. The DNA sample was subjected to a 30
minute movie with good emotions and it was feeling happy. Simultaneously the LA
sample was dilating and growing and the photons were coming towards it and stuck.
After an hour, the sample “watched” another 30 minute’ movie with violent scenes
this time. These created anxiety, fear and frustration. The DNA experienced anxiety
and shrieked. The photons got distant.
People have the decision to use the inner forces, according to one’s beliefs. The DNA
will take the shape of that force.
The human mind can generate multiple positive emotions only by transformation and
the choices we embrace in life. I say we should have a moment to think about what
the human mind was and what it can become.
Mental Training = Happy Life = Will and Power
Share these thoughts and you’ll help your friend achieve transformation.
The group of the clean and clear minded people salutes you.
Got any opinion? Please leave your comment below.
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